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Abstract 
The relationships between generalized inverses of the product of two matrices A. B 
and the product of generalized inverses of A, B have been studied in the literature. 
By applying the product singular value decomposition (poSVD), in this paper we derive 
equivalent conditions for B{1,2}A{1,2}C_(AB){1,2}, (AB){I,2}C_B{1,2}A{1,2}, 
B{I,2}A{1,2}=(AB){1,2}, and equivalent conditions for (AB){1}CB{1} A{1}. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we use the following notation. C .... denotes the set of m by n 
matrices of  complex entries, C m = C re×l, I = In denotes the identity matrix of  
order n, 0m×n is the m by n matrix with all zero entries (if no confusion occurs 
we will omit the subscript). For a matrix A E C .... , rank(A) is the rank of  A, A t~ 
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is the conjugate transpose ofA..#(A),.  I (A), :#~(A) and, / '~(A) are respectively 
the range space of A, the null space of A, the set of all direct complements of 
.#(A) and the set of all direct complements of. ~ (A). Let . / /and .~ be two sub- 
spaces in C'" such that . / [  N. t ' {0}. Then. # .5~. ~ " denotes the direct sum of 
, / /and .  ~ . If. # A. ~ ' - {0} and .# ~.~. I ' - C", then p, , . ,  denotes the projec- 
tion onto.  # along. I .  dim(,#) denotes the dimension of ,#. 
Study of generalized inverses of matrices is an important opic in matrix 
analysis, statistics and numerical linear algebra [1-3]. Let A C C ...... ,
.#  E. ~'~(,~/) and ,g: E .#~(.c/), and consider the following equations for 
X C C"~'": 
(G1) AXA=A,  (G.#) XA=P, , . , ,~ / ,  (1.1) 
(G2) XAX = X, (G.~') AX  = P~i.4,.,/. 
Let 0 ¢ tl c_ {1,2,. #, .V}. Then A~I denotes the set of all matrices X which sat- 
isfy (Gi) for all i E q. Any X E A~I is called an q-inverse of A, and is denoted by 
A '~ [1,2,4]. One usually denotes any {1,2}-inverse of A as A ~2/ or A. which is 
also called a reflexive g-inverse of A. When .# R(A ~t) and //~ =.  ~'(AH), 
the {2,, #,//'}-inverse of A coincides with the Moore Penrose inverse A ' of 
A, which is also the unique matrix X satisfying the following four equations: 
(G1) AXA=A.  (G3) AX=(AX)  H. 
(G2) XAX X, (G4) XA (XA) ~'. (1.2) 
For a survey for properties of generalized inverses, we refer to [1 3]. 
An interesting problem in the theory of generalized inverses is, for a given q 
and two matrices A, B with AB meaningful, when are BIIA q C_ (AB)t I and 
(AB)~ 1c B~IAq? Another related problem is, when is BqAq - (AB)q? 
When q { 1,2, 3, 4}, Greville [5] first gave a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for the reverse order law (AB)" -- B+A -. Since then, more equivalent con- 
ditions for (AB) + = B~A ~ have been discovered, and one set of such equivalent 
conditions is, :~(AI~AB) c_ .8(B) and :#(BB~A ~) c_ .~(AH). Other different re- 
verse laws were also discussed in the literature, see e.g. [1 3,6 10,4]. 
We are interested in the relationship between B{1,2}A{1,2} and (AB){ 1,2}. 
Shinozaki and Sibuya [8] proved that in any case, (AB){I,2} C_ B{1}A{I}. In 
this paper, we will derive equivalent conditions for B{1,2}A{I,2}-- 
(AB) { 1,2} and (AB) { 1 } C B{ 1 }A {1 } by applying the product singular value de- 
composition (P-SVD) of two matrices, which is defined in the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.1 (The P-SVD) [1 1,12]. Suppose that A E C ..... and B E C ''×p. Then 
there exist two unitaw matrices U C C re×m, V c C t'xp, and a nonsingular matrix 
W E C ''x', such that 
A = UDA W i. B = WD~ V It (1.3) 
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in which 
c,i00! ,- v: . = = 1,.,_,., 0 rl r~ . m - rt 0 ~ - 
" .  n ;" 0 r / l  t" I 
,!. ,'l "~. ,'~ . . . .  ~ ,~ 
I 0 ;'1 - r{ DI~ = $2 r~ 
0 0 n - rl - r~ 
(1.4) 
in which Si (i = 1,2) is a square positive diagonal matrix (when ri~ > 0). or is 
naught (when r~ = 0). 
with rl = rank(A), r2 - r{ + r{ = rank(B) 
In this paper we will also need the following simple l:acts. 
Lemma 1.2. For a given matrix C and any { 1,2}-inverse C,. of  C. 
rank(C ) = rank(C). (1.5) 
Lemma 1.3. For given matrices C and D with CD meaningful, (I'C has full cohaTm 
rank. then 
rank(CD) = rank(D) (1.6) 
(I'D has jul l  row rank, then 
rank(CD) rank(C). (1.7) 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will discuss the problem 
B{1,2}A{I, 2} C_ (AB){1,2}, Section 3 theproblem (AB){1,2} c_ B{I, 2}.4 {1.2 }, 
Section 4 the problem B{1,2}A{1,2} = (AB){I, 2} and Section 5 the problem 
(AB){1} C_ B{1}A{1}. Section 6 concludes the paper with some remarks. 
2. Equivalent conditions for B{1,2}A{1,  2} C (AB){I, 2} 
In this section we will derive equivalent conditions for 
B{ 1,2}A { l, 2} C (AB) { 1,2}. First of all, we need the following results. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that A E C "×'', B E C ''xp and the P -SVD as giren in 
Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then any A,. C A{1,2}, B;. E B{I,2} and 
(AB),I C (AB){ 1,2} respective O, have the Jollowing forms: 
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A 7 = WYU H, Y = 
[ }1,_3 ] r l - r ;  
Y31 Y32 Y31YI3 @ Y32 Y23 / r~ ' 
\Y41 Y42 Y41YI3 ÷ Y42 Y23 / n - rl - r~ 
4- r, 4 . . . . .  , 
(2.1) 
B 7 = ~ZW I 
Z = Z22 S~ -1 Z24 r 2 
\ Z31 Z31SIZI2 Jr- Z33S2Z22 Z33 Z31SIZ14 47 Z33SzZ24 p - r2 
4, ,-, ,~. 4 . . . .  , 4 
, (2.2) 
SI  G12 GI3 ) r~ 
(AB); = v u", C= I < ,  <,S ,<:  G2ISIGI3 r 2 (2.3) 
\ G31 G3jSjGI2 G31&G13 p - r2  
r~, "1 r~. m-r I 
in which Yq, Z,, and Gi/ are arbitrary submatrices with the denoted imensions, S 1 
and $2 are the matrices o.1" the P -SVD in Eq. (1.4). 
Proof. A 7 c C ...... is a {1,2}-inverse of A, then from AATA =A and the 
decomposition of A in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4), UDAW-1ArUDA W- I= UDA W- I ,  
or equivalently, l).4 YDA D,4 with Y = W IA r U. Let Y be partitioned as 
y = 
Yil I112 Yl3) r~ 
Y21 Y22 Y23 ?'1-F~ 
Y4, 1% I% n - - r , -  
4 ",-4. " ", 
Then from Eq. (1.4) and the equality DAYDA = DA, we have 
/ 0) 
Y21 Y22 0 I,., 4 
From the above equality, Eq. (1.4) and the equation YDA Y = Y (easily verified 
by applying Eq. (1.1) (G2)), we have 
proving Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) can be proved in a similar manner. [] 
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We now present the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
B{1,2}A{1,2} C (AB){1,2}. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that A E C m×" and B c C "×p and let the P-SVD of A and B 
be as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then B{1,2}A{1,2} _C (AB){1,2}, if and only i[ 
one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) r~ =0 or (b ) r2=O or (c ) r2=n or (d)r,  =n. (2.4) 
Proof. Necessity. Let A r and B i be any {1,2}-inverses of A, B respectively and 
suppose that B{ 1,2}A { 1,2} C_ (AB){ 1,2}. Then from Eqs. (2.1) (2.3), 
VZYU H = VGU H or equivalently, ZY = G 
for some VGU H E (AB){ 1,2}. Comparing the (1,1) submatrices of ZY and G we 
have that S[ ~ + ZI4Y41 = S I  1. Notice that ZI4 E C r~×(/1 rl 1"~) and 
Y41 E C/n r'-"~)×4. Then Si -1 + Zl4Y41 = $11 for any Z14 and Y41 if and only if 
r~ = 0 or n - rl - r~ = 0 such that both Zi4 and Y41 are naught. 
Case l: When r~ = 0, then r2 = r 2, rank(AB)= r~ = 0. From Lemma 1.2, 
(AB){1,2} = {0}. Now Y and Z in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) have the forms: 
1 Y23 ) r, 
Y = Y32 Y32 ~3 r2 , 
Y42 Y42 Y23 r/ - rl - r2 
r I . m--r I
Z= ( Z22 $21 Z24 ) r2 - 
~, Z33S2222 Z33 Z33S2224 p - r2 
rl, r2, n-r I -r 2 
(2.5) 
Then from Eq. (2.5) and the equation ZY = 0 we have 
1 Y> 
O=ZY=(  222 $21 224 "~ ~2 Yv~Y23 I
\ Z3382Zu' Z33 Z33S2224 J Y42 Y4 "~ Y3~ / 
4 
Y42/ 
=( i  (z2,+s 'Y32+z24n21(I, n31.
~ 233S2 .] - 
So taking into account hat the left and right factor matrices of the last formula 
are of full column and full row ranks, respectively, we can use Lemma 1.3 and 
get that 
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Z22 -t- $2-1 Y32 -1- Z24Y42 = 0 (2.6) 
for any choices of Y,~ and Z,i in Eq. (2.6). Then from Eq. (2.5) we have rj - 0 or 
re = 0, such that &2, I(~, and Z_,4 Y42 are all naught. Thus we obtain the first two 
conditions of  Eq. (2.4). 
Case 2: When n - rt - r{ = 0, then Y, Z in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) respectively 
have the forms: 
I 0 YI3 ) r~ 
Y = 0 1 Y23 rl - 4 ,  
Ytl Y32 ir;l YI3 -- y~,2Y23 F~ 
(Si01 ZI2 0 )F~ 
Z = Z22 S2 1 F~ 
k Z31 Z31SIZI2 ~- Z3332222 Z33 p - Fe 
,.L ,, ,L ,~ 
From Lemma 1.2 we have that 
rank(ZY) = rank(AB) = r{ 
and from Eq. (2.7), 
ZY-  °)/,o r/]I('o S¢ r SlZ12 I . - S,Z~, 0 I ~3 
\ ZRI /33 - "- Y31 Y32 
So using Lemma 1.3 as before we get that 
Now 
(/ °,/(' :)) I &Z  2 0 
r~ = rank 0 S:ZI:2 Y3] ~2 
=rank(  I,~ SIZ]2 ) 2 
Y~I S:Z22 + Y~2 
S1ZI2 ) ' 
82Z22 Jr- Y32 - Y31SIZI2 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
. . . . .  2 
so Eq. (2.8) holds for any choices of Y,/and Zij if and only if 
$2Z22 + Y32 - Y3j&Z12 = 0 (2.9) 
for any choices of Y,/ and Z~/. F rom Eq. (2.7) we have rl - r~ = 0 or r~ = 0, 
such that Z2> Ys2 and ~&Z~2 are all naught. 
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Notice that from the conditions n - rl - r~ = 0 and rl - r~ = 0 we obtain 
r2 = n, the condition in (c) of  Eq. (2.4). 
F rom the conditions n - rl - r~ = 0 and r~ = 0 we obtain r~ = n, the condi- 
tion in (d) of  Eq. (2.4). 
Sufficiency: (a) Ifr~ = 0, then from Eq. (1.4), A = 0, and so AB = 0. Then by 
Lemma 1.2 we have that A{1,2} = {0} and (AB){1,2} = {0}, so for any A,I 
and B,. we always have B,. A,. = 0 E (AB){ 1,2}. 
(b) If r2 = 0, then with a similar argument as in (a), for any A,. and B,. we 
always have B,.Af = 0 E (AB){1,2}. 
(c) I f  r~ = n, then from the inequalities (see Eq. (1.4)) 
0 - , . ,  - n - - = .  - r2  = 0 .  
we obtain equivalent conditions rl - r~ = 0 and n - rl - r} = 0. So Y, Z and G 
in Eqs. (2.1) (2.3) respectively have the forms 
Y = Y~I Y31YI3 Z $2 I 
- \ Z31 Zss 
{S i ' G ,3~ 
c = a  s,a 3j. (21ot 
\ G31 G31SIGI3 /I 
Then for any choices of  Y,i and Z,./ in Eq. (2.10), we always have ZY = G by 
choosing 
G21 = S;IY~I, G31 =Zsl  + Z33Y~l, Gi3 =Si-IYI~, 
so for any A,. and B,., B /A  E (AB){1,2}. 
(d) If r~ = n, then with a similar procedure as in the proof  of (c), we can 
prove that for any A and B/ ,  B ;A  E (AB){1,2}. [] 
Now we can provide the main result of  this section. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that A ~ C m×n and B C C ''×p and let the P-S VD of  A and B 
be as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) B{1,2}A{1,2} c (AB){1,2}: 
(ii) (a) r, =0  or (b) r2 =0 or (c) r2 = n or (d) r, -- n: 
(iii) (a) A =0 or (b) B=O or (c) rank(B) n or(d) rank(A) - -n .  
(2.11) 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is proved in Theorem 2.1 The 
equivalence between (ii) and (iii) is easily deduced from the P-SVD of A. B in 
Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). [] 
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3. The condition for (AB){1, 2} C B{I, 2}A{I, 2} 
In [8] Shinozaki and Sibuya obtained the following surprising result: 
Theorem 3.1 [[8], Corollary 4]. Suppose that A ¢ C m×n and B ¢ C n×p. Then we 
always have 
(AB){I,2} C_ B{1,2}A{1,2}. (3.1) 
We now show that Theorem 3.1 can be proven by applying the P-SVD of  A 
and B. 
Proof. Let the P-SVD of A and B be as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Notice that 
(AB){ 1,2} C_ B{1,2}A{I, 2} if and only if for any choice of  G of the form (2.3), 
we can find Y and Z of  the forms (2.1) and (2.1) respectively, such that ZY = G. 
By making equal the (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (2,1), (2,2) and (3,1) blocks of the 
equation ZY = G, we obtain by successive substitutions: 
Y41 = (I -/~4ZI4)Y41, Z12 = O12 - 214Y42, Y31 = 82(621 - 224Y41 ), 
Z22 = G21SIGI2 -- $2 1 ~2 - Z24 Y42, 
Y13 = SI (GI3 - Z12 Y23 - ZI4(Y41YI3 n t- Y42Y23)) = S1 (GI3 - G12Y23), 
g31 = G31 -Z33Y31 - (Z31SIZI4 + Z33S2Z24)Y41 = G31 -Z33S2G21. 
(3.2) 
Then for any choices of the submatrices G~j of G in Eq. (2.3), we can choose. 3 
ZI4 = 0, 224 = 0, 233 = 0, Y23 = 0, Y32 = 0; Y41 = 0, 
Y42 = O, (3.3) 
and combining Eq. (3.3) with the equations in Eq. (3.2), we obtain the matrices 
Y, Z in Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) of  the forms 
y = 0 I 0 , Z = G21SI GI2 $21 
$2G21 0 S2G21SIGI3 \G31 G31SIGI.~ 0 
0 0 0 " - 
(3.4) 
It is easy to verify that ZY = G. So for any (AB)r = VGU H, we always have 
(AB)]  E B{1,2}A{1,2}. We then complete the proof  of the theorem. [] 
3 In fact, these matrices in Eq. (3.3) can be arbitrarily chosen. 
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4. Equivalent conditions for B{1, 2}A{I, 2} = (AB){1, 2} 
From the discussion of the previous ections, we can easily state the equiv- 
alent conditions for B{I,2}A{1,2} = (AB){1,2} by combining Theorems 2.2 
and 3.1 in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that A E C m×n and B E C ~×p and let the P -SVD of  A and B 
be as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) B{I,2}A{I,2} = (AB){1,2}; 
(ii) B{1,2}A{I,2} c_ (AB){I,2}; 
(iii) (a) r, =0  or (b) r2 = O or (c) r2 = n or (d) rl -- n; 
(iv) (a) A=O or (b) B=O or (c) rank(B)=n or (d) rank(A)=,,. 
(4.1) 
Proof. Notice that the condition B{1,2}A{1,2} = (AB){1,2} is equivalent to 
that of B{1,Z}A{1,2} C_(AB){1,2} and (AB){1,Z}_CB{1,Z}A{1,2}. From 
Theorem 3.1 the inclusion (AB){I,2} C_ B{I,2}A{1,2} always holds. So the 
condition B{1,2}A{1,2}=(AB){1 ,2}  is equivalent to B{1,2}A{1,2}C 
(AB){1,2}. Equivalence with (iii) and (iv) are the consequence of Theorem 
2.2. [] 
5. Equivalent conditions for (AB){1} C B{I }A {1 } 
For given A-, B- and (AB)-, Shinozaki and Sibuya [8] gave equivalent con- 
ditions for B-A-  E (AB){1} and (AB)- E B{1}A{1}. Werner [10,4] gave equiv- 
alent conditions for B{1}A{1} C_ (AB){1}. Wei [9] gave more equivalent 
conditions for B{1}A{1} C (AB){I} and equivalent conditions for 
B{1}A{I} = (AB){t} by applying the P-SVD of the matrices A and B. In this 
section, we will derive equivalent conditions for (AB){1} C_ B{1}A{I} by ap- 
plying the P-SVD of A and B. We have the following result. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that A E C m×n and B E C n×p. Let the P -SVD of  A and B be 
as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (AB){I} c_ B{I}A{I}; 
(ii) >~ min{m+r~, p+r , - r~}.  (5.1) 
ProoL From [9], Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3), any A- E A{I}, B- E B{1} and 
(AB) E (AB){I} respectively have the following forms: 
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A- = W2U H with Y I ~3]  r , - r~  (5.2) 
Y31 Y32 ~33 / F~ ' 
\Y41 Y42 Y43/ n - rl - r~ 
,~ ,,-4 ..... 
SIo' 212 0 214 ) r~ 
B VZW I with Z = 222 S-~ I 224 F 2 , (5 .3 )  
\Z31 Z32 233 Z34 p - r2  
,-~. ,., ,.~. ,.~ . . . .  .~--,-~ 
SI I GI2 GI3 ) r~ 
(AB) = VGU H with G = [ G2, G22 G23 r~ (5.4) 
! 
\G31 G32 G33 p - r2  
,~. ,~-d. ,,, ,~ 
in which Y,j, Zii and G,j are arbitrary submatrices with the denoted imensions. 
(i) ~ (ii). Suppose that (AB){1} c B{1}A{1}. This is equivalent to say that 
for any choice of G of the form (5.4), there always exist matrices Y and Z of the 
forms (5.2) and (5.3) respectively, such that ZY = G. 
Then by successive substitutions from Eqs. (5.2)-(5.4) and ZY = G, we ob- 
tain: 
ZI4Y41 = O, ZI2 = GI2 - Z14Y42, 
Y31- -$2(G21-Z24941) ,  222 = G22 - S ,  Iy32 - Z24Y42, 
(5.5a) 
YI3 -- SI(G13 -Z12Y23 -Z I4Y43) ,  231-  G31-Z33Y:  q -Z34Y41, 
Z32 = G32 - Z33 Y~2 - Z34 Y4:, Y33 - $2 (G23 - Z22 Y23 - Z24 Y43), 
G33 = 231VI3 @ 232Y23 -~- 233Y33 @ 234Y43 
= [631 -- 233S2(G21 - Z24Y41 ) - 234Y41]S I[G'3 
- (612 ZI4Y42)Y23 - 214Y43] @ [632 - 233 Y32 - 234 Y42] Y23 
-[- 233S21623 (G22 - $2 1 Y32 - Z24Y42)Y23 224Y43] Jr- 234 Y43. (5.5b) 
Obviously the solvability of Eq. (5.5a) and Eq. (5.5b) only depends upon the 
solvability of Eq. (5.5b). If we choose 
G u = 0 for(ij) ¢ (3, 3), rank(G33) - min{m - FI, p -- F2} , (5.6) 
then Eq. (5.5b) becomes 
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G33 = [Z33S2224 - 234] Y41S1Z14[Y42 Y23 - Y431 -- [-Z33 Yg2 
- Z34Y42]Y23 -~- 233S2[($2 1Y32 -+- Z24Y42)Y23 - Z24 Y43] -~- Z34 Y43 
- (233S2224 - Z34)(Y41SIZI4  @ It, r, r~)(Y42Y23 -- Y43). (5.7) 
With the choice of  G33 in Eq. (5.6), for any choices of  Y,~ and Zij which solve 
Eq. (5.7), we always have 
rank(G33) min{m - rt, p - r,_} <~ rank(YgiSiZ~4 + 1,,.,. ,.,) 
~< n - rl - r~. 
Notice that the condition min{m-  rl, p - r2}  ~<n-  r l -  re is equivalent o 
that of  (ii) in Eq. (5.1). 
(ii) ~ (i). Suppose that n ~> min{m + r_~, p + r, - r{} .  Then for any matrix 
G of  the form (5.4), we can choose 
1 0 S1G]3 0) 0 ,0  
Z = G22 $2 1 0 , Y = $2 G21 0 Sv G'> 
\ G31 G32 0 Z34 
0 0 }/43 
in which when m - rl ~< p - 1"2 we choose 
( 'm ,., ) 
]/43 ~ 0 ' 234 = (G33 - G31SIGI3,0); 
otherwise we choose 
0 , Z34 I~ (lp ,.:, 0).  
Then it can be verified that ZY G and we complete the proof  of  the 
theorem. [] 
Remarks. In [9], Section 3 Wei derived equivalent conditions for 
(AB){1} C B{1}A{I} in the cases r~ = 0 or n -  rl - r~ : 0. From Theorem 
5.1 we can derive the results in [9], Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. 
In Theorem 5.1, if we enforce the extra condition r~ = 0, then r2 = r~, and 
(ii) of  Eq. (5.1) becomes n >~ min{m + r2, p + rl }, same as [9], Eq. (3.1) (ii). 
In Theorem 5.1, if we enforce the extra condition n - r~ - r~ = 0, then from 
(ii) of  Eq. (5.1), r, + re ~> min{m + ~, p + rl - r~} or equivalently, 0 ~> min 
m - rt, p - r2}. But m - rl = m - rank(A) >~ 0, p - r 2 : p -- rank (B) >~ 0, so 
we obtain the condition m : rl or p = r2, same as [9], (3.12) (ii). 
We now state the main result of  this section. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that A E C ...... and B E C n×p. Let the P-S VD o f  A and B be 
as in Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4). Then the following statements are equivalent." 
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(i) (AB){1} C B{1}A{1}; 
(ii) n>~ min{m+r~,  p+r . - r~};  
(iii) dim(, l ' (A))  - dim(, I '(A) n ~(B))  /> min{dim(,/l~(AH)), 
d im6 1 "(B)) } . 
(5.s) 
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is proved in Theorem 5.1. The 
equivalence between (ii) and (iii) can be obtained from the facts that 
dim(.4 "(A)) = n - r,, dim(~ ~,~(A) N ~(B))  = r~, 
dim(,Jl'(AH)) = m-  rl and dim(,U(B))  =p- rz .  
6. Concluding remarks 
For given matrices A E C ..... and B E C "xp, in this paper we have derived 
equivalent conditions for B{ 1,2}A { 1,2} C_ (AB){ 1,2}, (AB){ 1,2} C_ B{ 1,2} 
A{1,2}, B{1 ,Z}A{I ,Z}=(AB){1 ,2} ,  and (AB){I} C_B{I}A{1} by applying 
the product singular value decomposit ion of  A and B. We have proved the fol- 
lowing results: 
• B{1,2}A{1,2} C_ (AB){1,2} if and only if one of the following condition 
holds: 
(a) A = 0 or (b )B  = 0 or (c ) rank(B)= n or (d ) rank(A)= n. (6.1) 
We always have (AB){1,2} C_ B{1,2}A{1,2}. 
• B{1,2}A{I ,2} = (AB){1,2} if and only if one of the conditions in (6.1) 
holds. 
• (AB){1} C B{1}A{1} if and only if 
dim ( ,4 (A) )  - dim (,it "(A) N :8(B)) 
~> min{dim(. I'(AH)), dim(, t "(B))}. (6.2) 
Other equivalent conditions are also derived for these problems. 
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